Battle of Catalaunian Fields
451CE
Attila against the Foederate Romans
From Age of Atilla by Richard-Jeffrey Cook

Background
• In 451CE Attila decides to
invade Roman Gaul (France).
• He probably has two aims:
1. put the Hunnic
candidate on the
Frankish throne.
2. force the Visigoth’s into
an alliance against
Rome.
• April: Attila sacks Treverorum
(Metz).
• June: Attila reaches
Aurelianorum (Orleans).
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Attila retreats
• JUNE: Attila besieging Aurelianum
(Orleans) when the armies of the
Romans and Visigoths approach.
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• Attila decided to retreat to the open
rolling hills of Champagne, which offer
the best opportunity for him to fight.
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• To reach them, he has to get through
the wooded hills of the Foret d’Orleans,
and Foret d’Orthe and cross the Icauna
(Yonne) and Sequana (Seine) rivers.
• Caught before they could cross the
Sequana at Augustobona Tricassium
(Troyes).
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Battle – Deployment
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Aftermath
• Hunnic army retires to defend it’s camp – to the last man if
necessary.
• Theodoric’s corpse is found the following morning.
• Either: a) Aetius advises Thorismund (heir to Theodoric) to
return to his kingdom to secure the throne ……… or b)
Thorismund decides to return anyway.
• Perhaps Aetius wanted to negotiate a treaty with Attila or Aetius
doesn’t trust his Visigothic allies.

• Attila is able to retreat back to Hungary and invades Italy
the following year.
• Attila dies soon after and the Hun collapse opening the
way to Rome to the Germanic tribes.
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End of Turn 3
A YELLOW saved at
the end of the turn
for next time. This
general will replenish
to 3 cards by adding 2
in the next card
phase.

Flexible Huns in
skirmish peppering
the Roman line;
shield cover stopping
them causing much
damage. The skilled
one did W

The bowmen caused a
W with bowfire and as
they are protected are
not terrible in melee
combat. Getting a
Skull they broke a TuG
of Visigothic warriors.

Gepids lose a base.
This charge combat is
even so both sides
roll a GREEN which
makes it rightly
volatile. Hey didn’t
risk the general in the
charge.

YELLOW Kill a Base
tests from the rout
killed a base on the
right and caused a W
on the TuG to the left.

The Huns are forced back
due to the threat from the
Visigoths. The Hunnic
nobles are out of charge
range for now

End of Turn 5

These Huns have
switched to loose
formation so they
can stand or charge

Theodoric and the
Visigoths have
broken through on
the right flank. But
with serious losses.
In the real battle King
Theodoric was killed.

Attila’s subjects are
winning against the
opposing Franks and
Saxons, but without
the help from the
Hunnic cavalry they
cannot exploit the
success.

A long struggle on the
left where both sides
recover wounds
repeatedly to keep the
fight going. Rome has
the advantage though.

These skilled Huns have
shot up the opposing
Alans with GREEN dice
but will have to
skirmish or run away
from the ‘heavies’ to
their flank.

Start of Turn 8: the end is nigh

The Gepids are
gone – 3 TuGs lost
and their king killed
in battle

Aeutius and the
Romans break the
Gepid flank and are
about to pressure the
beleaguered Huns

Exactly as in
history. Only the
Huns remaining
and Attila routed
back to their camp.

These Gallic
Limitantes get
shot off this
turn. Even with
shield cover it’s
a WHITE and a
BLACK

The Hunnic vassals
have done well
and routed the
enemy.

Heavy losses on the
Roman side – 5
TuGs in total. A
bloody triumph
with a 15-10 score.

The Visigoths are
set to hit the
Hunnic Nobles and
have infantry in
support. The Huns
break in Turn 9.

The Ostrogoths are
gone – 3 TuGs lost
and their king killed
in battle

